Dear Senior,

Traditionally Vassar College has collected and retained senior theses in paper format. These theses evidence the scholarly work of the college. Furthermore, they may contain original research of use to others, and may serve as models for juniors contemplating a senior thesis. Members of the Vassar community (students, faculty, staff and administrators) may read these theses, but may not make copies of them without permission of the author.

We are now also collecting senior theses and senior projects in electronic format. With the advent of electronic collection your thesis or project will be cataloged in our institutional repository (IR). You may also publish your thesis or project in our IR. You may choose to publish it, and restrict access to members of the Vassar community and alumni, or you may choose to publish it even more widely as “open access” so that anyone with an internet connection may read it.

Please choose one of the options below.

☐ Please just catalog and archive my thesis/project. I understand that members of the Vassar community may view it, but only by contacting a member of the Archives and Special Collections staff and having the thesis/project made available in a controlled environment. Copying of my thesis by a researcher requires my permission.

☐ Please publish my thesis/project in the IR but limit access to members of the Vassar community, and Vassar alumni.

☒ Please publish my thesis/project in the IR as open access.

To the best of my knowledge, my thesis/project does not infringe any copyright, nor violate any proprietary rights, nor contain any libelous matter, nor invade the privacy of any person or third party.

Peter Roumeliotis
Print Name
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2019
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